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Abstract

Background: This work expands upon a previously developed exercise dynamic
physiology model (DPM) with the addition of an anatomic pulmonary system in
order to quantify the impact of lung damage on oxygen transport and physical
performance decrement.

Methods: A pulmonary model is derived with an anatomic structure based on
morphometric measurements, accounting for heterogeneous ventilation and
perfusion observed experimentally. The model is incorporated into an existing
exercise physiology model; the combined system is validated using human exercise
data. Pulmonary damage from blast, blunt trauma, and chemical injury is quantified
in the model based on lung fluid infiltration (edema) which reduces oxygen delivery
to the blood. The pulmonary damage component is derived and calibrated based on
published animal experiments; scaling laws are used to predict the human response
to lung injury in terms of physical performance decrement.

Results: The augmented dynamic physiology model (DPM) accurately predicted the
human response to hypoxia, altitude, and exercise observed experimentally. The
pulmonary damage parameters (shunt and diffusing capacity reduction) were fit to
experimental animal data obtained in blast, blunt trauma, and chemical damage
studies which link lung damage to lung weight change; the model is able to predict
the reduced oxygen delivery in damage conditions. The model accurately estimates
physical performance reduction with pulmonary damage.

Conclusions: We have developed a physiologically-based mathematical model to
predict performance decrement endpoints in the presence of thoracic damage;
simulations can be extended to estimate human performance and escape in extreme
situations.

Keywords: Mathematical modeling, Respiratory gas exchange, Physiology, Physical
performance, Fatigue, Lung damage
Background
Mathematical modeling in the area of human respiration is well established for healthy

cases, often utilizing homogeneous lungs and uniform gas exchange. Some groups have

developed models which account for lung heterogeneity; these models are typically

either general and contain little geographical information (lobe/segment detail) [1-4]

or are subject-specific and require a CT scan for full characterization [5-7]. Some

groups have worked within a middle ground [8-10], however none of these modeling

endeavors have incorporated ventilatory control, physical performance, and the impact
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of regional lung damage. Currently there is a need for a model which incorporates het-

erogeneous lungs with ventilatory control mechanisms, allowing for the prediction of

how regional lung damage can impact gas exchange, respiratory control, and physical

performance capabilities.

Pulmonary damage can be induced by external factors such as blast, blunt trauma

and chemical injury [11-17]. Pulmonary damage has been quantified by measuring lung

weight change or fluid infiltration (edema), which has been shown to impact gas ex-

change via shunting and altered diffusing capacity [18]. These processes reduce oxygen

delivery to the blood, which can potentially reduce physical performance (time to

fatigue) [19].

Our group has previously developed a dynamic physiology model (DPM) which pre-

dicts the ventilatory responses to oxygen-limiting environments, toxic gas inhalation

and exercise [20,21]. The DPM ties together several independent modules into a single

compartmentalized model with the ability to predict the physiological impact (e.g. ven-

tilatory response, blood gas levels, gas exchange kinetics, and metabolism) from exter-

nal stimuli (e.g. toxic gas exposure, exercise). The airway region is a steady-state two

compartment approximation of the lungs which exchanges gas with the pulmonary

capillaries. The DPM has been validated and shown to accurately account for the

physiological response to several effectors. While the model accurately describes

experimental data in healthy cases, the simplified airway compartment may not be

adequate when accounting for heterogeneous lung behavior and damage.

The model developed here is an extension of the DPM which replaces the original

steady-state airway compartment with a dynamic anatomic pulmonary system. The

anatomic pulmonary model incorporates an asymmetric branching airway tree leading

to independent lung segments with heterogeneous ventilation and perfusion, allowing

for the simulation of regional and total lung damage. Lung injury via blunt trauma or

blast damage leads to blood infiltration of the airways, an injury process known as

edema. Edema can also be induced chemically with compounds that increase mem-

brane permeability such as oleic acid. Edema from injury is modeled here as an add-

itional barrier to gas transport, reducing the diffusing capacity across the alveolar

membrane. Fluid infiltration also blocks oxygen delivery to damaged alveoli, resulting

in a fraction of blood bypassing the site of oxygenation (shunt). For the purpose of gas

exchange efficiency, the magnitude of lung injury is quantified in terms of fluid infiltra-

tion, which can be measured directly with water density changes on CT scans, or can

be approximated post-mortem by physical measurements of lung weight and lung fluid

levels. The lung injury model presented in this paper is calibrated with published data

from animal experiments; injury mechanisms include blast, blunt trauma and oleic acid

treatment. Adding this new level of detail into the previous model will allow for the

prediction of physical performance impairment in the presence of heterogeneous lung

damage.

Methods
Model development

The DPM contains two distinct pulmonary regions: the upper airway tree which is

comprised of branching airway compartments, and the lung segments, which are com-

prised of a series of airway compartments and a terminal alveolar compartment
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(Figure 1). The model structure is designed to be able to account for damage at the seg-

mental level that may result from any number of stressors including blast, blunt

trauma, and chemical injury, and allows for predicting how regional or total lung dam-

age can impact gas exchange. The new pulmonary model is designed to replace the

steady-state two compartment airway region of the DPM, retaining all of the previously

published features with the addition of a heterogeneous lung. Model equations derived

below can be found in the Appendix.

Upper airway tree

The upper airway tree spans from the trachea to the segmental bronchi (generations 0

to 3–6) and is composed of 18 compartments; compartmental organization and dimen-

sions are based on Horsfield’s [22] asymmetric branching model #2. Each airway
Figure 1 Anatomic human pulmonary model. Inspired gas enters the upper airway tree at the trachea
and is delivered to the segmental compartments by a network of branching airway compartments. Each
segmental compartment consists of a series of airway compartments leading to an alveolar compartment.
The pulmonary circulation begins with the flow of deoxygenated blood from the heart; pulmonary arteries
follow the path of the airway tree to the capillaries, where gas is exchanged with the alveolar regions.
Oxygenated blood flows back to the heart via pulmonary veins.
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compartment is assumed to be well-mixed and can be modeled with an unsteady mass-

balance which is applicable to any gas (Equation 1). VAW,i is the volume of compart-

ment i and is calculated using length (li) and diameter (di) measurements from the

Horsfield model (Table 1). CAW,i is the gas concentration in compartment i and Cin
AW ;i

is the inlet concentration. V •
AW ;i is the volumetric flow through the compartment, while

m•
AW ;i is the gas uptake by diffusion through the airway wall. Because this study is

mainly focused on the respiratory gases which do not exchange in the upper airways,

this uptake term will be treated as negligible. Equation 1 can be used to describe both

inhalation and exhalation by setting the source of Cin
AW ;i to be the parent or daughter

airway compartments, respectively.
Lung segments

Each lung segment is separated into 2 regions; a conducting region which spans from

the segmental bronchi (generation ~5) to the terminal bronchioles (generation 16) and

an alveolar region which spans from generation 17 to 23. The conducting region is

treated as a series of airway compartments representing the sum of the symmetric bi-

furcations at each generation. Each compartment can be characterized in the same way

as the upper airway tree branches (Equation 1). The final airway compartment in each

segment (generation 16) leads into the alveolar region for that segment. The alveolar

regions are modeled using an unsteady mass-balance on a variable-volume chamber

with gas being transported to or from the peripheral airways, and diffusion occurring

across the capillary bed (Equation 2). VAlv,i is the volume of alveolar compartment i,

CAlv,i is the gas concentration in alveolar compartment i, _V Alv;i is the volumetric flow

into or out of the alveolar compartment and _mAlv;i is the mass transfer across the
Table 1 Human airway geometry

Compartment L (cm) D (cm)

1 100 16

2 22 11.1

3 50 12

4 15.6 7.3

5 26 8.9

6 11 8

7 16 7.5

8 6.4 8.5

9 8 6.4

10 21 5.2

11 18 6.5

12 14 7.3

13 8.4 6

14 4.5 7

15 13.5 5.3

16 11 5.5

17 6.2 3.2

18 14.8 6.2
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capillary membrane. Diffusion towards the capillaries is described by Fick’s first law

(Equation 3), where DL is the diffusing capacity for the entire membrane [23]. This can

be scaled to describe transport in alveolar compartment i by the fractional membrane

surface area in compartment i, fi (Equation 4). Converting alveolar partial pressure

(PAlv,i) to concentration (CAlv,i) and combining equations 2 and 4 gives the governing

equation for alveolar concentration during inhalation and exhalation (Equation 5). For

the case of inhalation, dVAlv;i

dt ¼ _V Alv;i and C(Alv,i/AW,i) =CAW,i, reducing equation 2 to a

time-dependent first order ordinary differential equation (ODE) (Equation 6). During

exhalation, dVAlv;i

dt ¼ _V Alv;i and C(Alv,i/AW,i) =CAlv,i, reducing equation 2 to another first

order ODE (Equation 7).

Lung capillaries

Each alveolar compartment exchanges gas through the alveolar membrane with an ac-

companying capillary region. For simplicity, the capillary network for a single segment

is represented as one tube, where the exchange of gas along the length can be described

by Fick’s first law (Equation 4), scaled by the fraction of surface area for diffusion in

segment k, fk. Because capillary concentration is variable with respect to time and pos-

ition, each tube was discretized into a series of compartments to yield a set of linear

ODEs which could describe the time- and position-dependent capillary concentration

profile (Equation 8). Pc,i and Cc,i are the gas partial pressure and concentration in capil-

lary compartment i, respectively. Qc,i is the capillary blood flow,Vc,i is the capillary vol-

ume, n is the number of serial divisions within the capillary tube, Cin
c;i is the inlet

capillary concentration and PAlv,i is the corresponding alveolar partial pressure. Capil-

lary blood flow can be rewritten in terms of total blood flow, QTot, and segmental per-

fusion fraction, fQ,k (Equation 9). The capillary volume in each serial compartment can

be rewritten in terms of total capillary volume, Vc,tot, segmental volume fraction, fk, and

the number of serial capillary divisions, n (Equation 10). Equations 8 through 10 can be

combined to yield an expression for the time-dependent concentration changes within

any serial capillary compartment in any lung segment (Equation 11).

Pulmonary veins and arteries

Morphological studies of the pulmonary circulation closely link each airway segment

with an accompanying artery, while the venous network loosely follows the airways

back to the heart [24-27]. To model these features, each airway compartment is

matched with a parallel bronchial artery beginning at the left and right primary bron-

chus. The pulmonary arterial network follows the airway segments down to the capil-

lary level, where gas exchange occurs (described above). The return of oxygenated

blood to the heart is simplified in the model to 2 basic steps: capillary blood flow com-

bines at the lobar level, then the lobar compartments combine as a feed to the systemic

arteries [7,28].

The mechanism of a pulmonary shunt is incorporated into the model as a flow of

blood at the capillary level that bypasses the site of gas exchange. Physically, this repre-

sents perfused lung tissue that is not taking part in gas exchange. In healthy subjects

this flow is typically less than 5% of total cardiac output, however in disease states and

following lung injury this can be increased [1,3,29,30].
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Sheep and goat models

Due to the lack of human lung injury data, the DPM was expanded to be applicable to

several animal species. A majority of lung injury experiments in the literature utilize

sheep and goats, both of which have similar lung structures and will be the focus of the

animal model injury calibration process. The sheep lung is composed of 6 lobes, the left

apical and diaphragmatic lobes, and the right apical, diaphragmatic, accessory and mid-

dle lobes [31,32]. The model structure of the sheep airway tree was designed using the

same method previously described for humans. The asymmetric branching pattern for

sheep is based on morphometric measurements reported in the literature [31,33,34].

The sheep model includes asymmetric branching from the trachea to the lobes; with a

single distal airway compartment emptying into a single alveolar compartment for each

lobe (Figure 2). Compartmental dimensions are presented in Table 2. This lobar struc-

ture provides less regional detail than the human segmental model, but is necessary

due to fewer available morphometric sheep studies. Non-pulmonary compartments

within the DPM (systemic circulation, tissue, brain) have been previously validated for

animals and remain unchanged.

Ventilation and perfusion

Inhalation and exhalation flows can be determined based on respiratory frequency

(Freq) and tidal volume (VT) with the assumption that on average 35% of the breathing

cycle occurs during inspiration and 65% during exhalation [27]. The fractional alveolar

flows in each of the lung segments can be approximated using the segment height from
Figure 2 Sheep lung model. The sheep lung structure is modeled as an asymmetric bifurcating tree
based on morphological measurements. The right lung contains 4 lobes, while the left lung contains 2
lobes. The pulmonary arteries track the airways to the capillary bed, where the blood is oxygenated and
returns to the systemic circulation via pulmonary veins.



Table 2 Sheep model dimensions

Compartment Length [mm] Volume [ml or% Alveolar]

1 91.1 8.6

2 40 3.8

3 8.2 0.05

4 15 0.29

5 16 0.36

6 8.2 0.05

19 - 12.1%

20 - 31.1%

21 - 4.9%

22 - 9.4%

23 - 13.5%

24 - 29.1%
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the base of the lung. West [35] identified a linear relationship between height within

the lung and ventilation rate, where the basal regions had proportionally higher ventila-

tion rates. This relationship is described by Equation 12, where h is lung height (% from

base) and _V is ventilation rate normalized by percent lung volume. Using average seg-

ment height and volume from CT scans (Table 3), fractional alveolar ventilation flows

can be approximated. Capillary perfusion can also be described as a function of height

within the lung by Equation 13 [35]. The fraction of total cardiac output entering the

capillaries in a single alveolar region can be calculated based on mean segment height

and volume (Table 3).
Table 3 Human lung segment dimensions

Lung segment Volume (% of total) Height (% from base)

19 6.4 76.1

20 5.5 69

21 6.7 89

22 3.4 39

23 4 22.3

24 5.8 35.9

25 4.3 0

26 5.1 2.3

27 5.3 9.8

28 4.8 16.1

29 7.3 14

30 6.2 6.4

31 8.4 6.2

32 7.4 41.3

33 4.2 78.2

34 4 1

35 4 94

36 4.1 51.9

37 3.1 40.6
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Pulmonary damage

Pulmonary damage is modeled as fluid/blood infiltration in the airways. Fluid infiltra-

tion reduces the diffusing capacity for oxygen and is accounted for in the model as a

percent reduction in DL. A pulmonary shunt is accounted for in the model as a percent

of blood flow that bypasses the oxygenation process. The shunted blood recombines

with the oxygenated blood before entering the systemic circulation. A mass balance of

the lung capillaries (Equation 8) highlights the impact of both the DL reduction and the

Qc,i bypass, both of which impair oxygenation. Damage level due to fluid infiltration is

considered to be steady-state for model simulations. Physiological predictions are gen-

erated for a fixed damage level with the assumption that injury has reached steady state

and simulation time is less than recovery time.

Model solution

Governing equations were solved using Matlab/Simulink. An implicit solution algo-

rithm was utilized for the airway and capillary compartments to achieve numerical sta-

bility [36]. Alveolar equations were left in differential form and solved using the built-in

integration tool in Simulink.

Parameter estimation and scaling

As described above, airway dimensions were incorporated from the Horsfield Model

[22], while ventilation and perfusion of each segment were estimated based on data

from West [35]. The alveolar diffusing capacities for oxygen (40 ml/mmHg-min) and

carbon dioxide (800 ml/mmHg-min) were based on the data of Hill [37], The alveolar

oxygen diffusing capacity was assumed to be a function of oxygen partial pressure and

workload as described by Graeser [38] (Equation 15), where PAlv;O2 is alveolar oxygen

(mmHg) and Work is the exercise load in Watts. All DPM parameters outside of the

pulmonary system are modeled as previously described [20,21]. The airway volumes

measured by Horsfield represent an average human. As reported by Lindstedt [39], vol-

umes can be scaled linearly with body mass. To maintain similar structure, surface

areas were scaled by body mass to the 2/3 power. Scaling in the non-airway compart-

ments of the DPM has been previously described [20,21].

Results
Ventilatory response to incremental exercise

Mateika and Duffin [40] studied the effects of abrupt step changes in exercise workload

on a treadmill in normoxic conditions. Subjects ran at intensities that produced 50%

and 80% maximal oxygen consumption (VO2,max) (Figure 3). Prior to the start of exer-

cise, subjects stood on the treadmill for 3 to 5 minutes; at the end of exercise the tread-

mill was stopped abruptly. Ventilation was recorded throughout the experiment. The

DPM is able to simulate the rapid increase in ventilation to a new steady state value, as

well as the exponential decrease upon completion of exercise.

Physiological response to hypoxia exposure at rest

Reynolds and Milhorn [41] studied the ventilation response due to hypoxia. Subjects

were exposed to 10 minutes of acute isocapnic hypoxia. O2 was held at 9% over the

course of exposure, while a steady alveolar CO2 concentration was maintained. After



Figure 3 Ventilatory response to incremental exercise. Ventilatory response to a step increase in
workload from rest on a treadmill. (a) Step increase to workload corresponding to 50% of VO2,max.
(b) Step increase to workload corresponding to 80% of VO2,max. Data from Mateika and Duffin [40].
Experimental data presented as circles, model prediction is a solid line.
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10 minutes, oxygen levels were returned to normal. At the start of hypoxic exposure,

end-tidal oxygen levels rapidly decreased, reaching a plateau around 5 minutes

(Figure 4a). O2 levels returned to normal following the conclusion of hypoxic exposure;

steady state was achieved within a few minutes of normoxia. The rapid reduction in oxy-

gen saturation during hypoxia leads to an increase in ventilation which overshoots the

final steady state plateau. This overshoot is a result of the ventilation control equations,

which are driven by changes in O2 saturation.. An exponential decay in ventilation is seen

from the initial overshoot to the final plateau within minutes of exposure (Figure 4b).

Upon returning to normoxia, the ventilation dropped to baseline levels. This augmented

DPM is able to reproduce these trends in alveolar oxygen concentration and ventilation
Figure 4 Physioligal response to hypoxia exposure at rest. Ventilatory (a) and Alveolar PO2 (b) response
to step change from room air to 9% O2 for 10 minutes, followed by a return to room air. Alveolar CO2 is held
constant via external supply (isocapnic hypoxia). Data from Reynolds [41]; experimental data presented as
circles, model prediction is a solid line. Experimental alveolar O2 is approximated to be equal to end-tidal O2.
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(solid black line). Results from the previous version of the DPM with steady-state airways

are also included (dashed black line) to highlight model differences. The steady-state lung

response to hypoxia is faster than the new dynamic model, which lags due to an alveolar

wash-out period. This lag also leads to a lag in ventilation increase with hypoxia, which is

a function of O2 saturation.

Physiological response to hypoxia exposure during exercise

Wagner [42] studied the steady-state physiological response to exercise in normoxia

and hypoxia. Each subject cycled at a constant workload for 5 to 10 minutes to allow

the body to reach steady state. Workloads spanned from 0 to 240 Watts. At steady

state, the researchers measured several physiological variables including ventilation,

blood flow, VO2, and VCO2. The experiment was performed at normoxia and simu-

lated altitude (hypoxia, 11.85% O2). Experimental results and model predictions are

plotted as a function of exercise load for normoxia and hypoxia (Figure 5). The model

predictions fall within experimental ventilation and blood flow for both normoxic and

hypoxic conditions. VO2 and VCO2 match the data with a slight under prediction at

the highest work due to a model ventilation that was just below the average value at

this activity level. This under-prediction is due to the ventilation prediction being

slightly lower than average for extreme workloads.

Oleic acid damage in goats with exercise

Goats were treated with oleic acid (OA) and run on a treadmill in Crocker et al. [43].

Runs were done at 3 speeds for each goat under healthy conditions, OA treatment and

following 1 day of recovery from OA. All measurements were done at steady-state, and

included physiologic values such as arterial and venous oxygen saturation and CO2

levels, respiratory rate, temperature, and heart rate. OA treatment is assumed to induce

uniform lung damage via permeability edema. Plotting arterial O2 versus workload

(Figure 6a) yields 3 curves; undamaged, OA treated and one day recovery from OA. DL

reduction and shunt were simultaneously fit in the DPM to the 3 experimental curves

to develop a relationship between the response of DL and shunt to different degrees of

lung damage. The model was fit to experimental data by varying shunt and DL to

minimize the least squares error with the data. Plotting the required shunt against DL

yields a linear relationship (Figure 6b). The predicted behavior of percent shunt and DL

reduction with increasing damage is assumed to be uniform across the whole lung for

oleic acid induced permeability edema, and roughly follows equation 16.

Pulmonary damage dose response

Julien et al. [13] utilized sheep to develop a dose response curve of arterial O2 to a

range of OA treatment concentrations. For each dose of OA, steady-state values of ar-

terial oxygen were recorded. Following measurement, the animals were sacrificed to de-

termine lung water content. Changes in lung water were converted to estimated lung

weight increases using relationships previously published by the same group [44,45].

Maintaining the relationship between shunt and DL derived from the OA exercise data

(Equation 16), the required model shunt was estimated to match observed drops in ar-

terial O2 at each OA dose. The model shunt is plotted against experimental lung weight

change in Figure 7 (triangles). As experimental lung weight increases with blood



Figure 5 Physiological response to hypoxia exposure during exercise. Model predictions (line) and
experimental data (circles) for physiological variables in response to various workloads at sea level
(normoxia) and a simulated altitude of 429 mmHg, corresponding to 11.85% Oxygen (hypoxia). Workloads
ranged from 0 to 240 W; physiological measurements were made at steady-state. Data from Wagner [42].
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Figure 6 Oleic acid damage in goats with exercise. (a) Steady-state arterial O2 measured in exercising
goats [43]. Conditions include healthy (diamonds), oleic acid treated (squares) and oleic acid with 1 day
recovery (triangles). Solid lines are model fit. (b) Model shunt and diffusing capacity damage required to
reproduce exercise data. Diamond is undamaged, triangle is OA + 1 day recovery and square is OA. Solid
line represents best-fit of data.
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infiltration, the model damage parameters also increase to account for the observed

reduction in arterial oxygen.

Pulmonary damage in sheep from shock tube

Damon [14] measured the effects of shock tube injury on resting sheep. The animals

were placed inside a large shock tube with left side pressed against the end plate.

Pulmonary function testing was performed before and after injury; measurements

included arterial gas concentrations and ventilatory parameters. Post-mortem deter-

mination of lung weight change with injury was determined following the final pul-

monary test. For each set of pre- and post-shock data, the DPM was used to

determine the required model shunt and DL reduction to account for the reduction

in arterial O2. Model shunt is plotted against experimental lung weight increase

(Figure 7, diamonds) for each animal. As with the OA studies, increasing damage

(fluid infiltration) requires increasing pulmonary shunt within the DPM. Dodd [11]

performed similar studies on sheep with a small shock tube placed against the left side

of the animal. Measurements were made of arterial O2 before and after blast, as well as



Figure 7 Pulmonary damage dose response. The required model shunt to account for steady-state
arterial oxygen concentration changes in experimental damage plotted as a function of fractional lung
weight change. Damon et al. (diamonds) reports values for individual sheep placed sheep in shock tubes.
Dodd et al. (squares) reports mean values for groups of sheep in response to 3 shock tube damage levels.
Julien et al. (triangles) measured the dose response of oleic acid treatment.
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post-mortem lung weights. Data is presented as the mean values for a group of sheep at

each damage level (0, 1, 2 and 3). Utilizing the relationship between shunt and DL previ-

ously established, the required shunt for each case was plotted versus lung weight

change (Figure 7, squares). The data follow a similar trend to the previous studies with

OA and shock injury in sheep.

Fatigue runs with pulmonary damage in sheep

Januszkiewicz [19] and Mundie [46] followed the same shock tube protocol described

above, while extending the study to measure changes in time to fatigue in sheep as a

function of damage level. Sheep were exposed to 3 levels of damage and subsequently

run on a treadmill at 9% grade. Runs began at 0.67 m/s and increased by 0.22 m/s every

90 seconds until the sheep fatigued. Run speed was held constant once reaching

2.22 m/s. Using the work profile as the DPM input, and maintaining the relationship

between shunt and DL previously established, simulated fatigue runs were generated for

each damage condition. The model damage parameters (shunt and DL) were set using the

fit of Dodd’s shock tube data above. Muscle fatigue parameters were fit to the data, opti-

mizing the 4 different fatigue times simultaneously. Experimental fatigue time and model

predicted fatigue time are plotted (Figure 8). The DPM is able to produce the trends seen

experimentally; time to fatigue decreases with increasing pulmonary damage.

Discussion
The development and integration of an anatomic pulmonary model into the previously

described DPM allows for the possibility of simulating partial or total lung damage and



Figure 8 Fatigue time in sheep with lung injury. Experimental vs model predicted time to fatigue for
ramping exercise and increasing damage levels. Control sheep and shock tube damaged sheep were run to
fatigue on a treadmill. Runs began at 0.67 m/s and increased by 0.22 m/s every 90 seconds until the sheep
fatigued. Run speed was held constant once reaching 2.22 m/s. The model predictions are based on the
muscle fatigue module in the DPM, as described previously [20].
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relating that damage to gas exchange and subsequent oxygen delivery to the body.

Thus, the DPM fills a gap in current modeling capabilities, allowing for the estimation

of the impact of regional lung damage on oxygen and carbon dioxide exchange. The

model can be used to understand the impact of pulmonary damage on physical

performance.

With the introduction of the new pulmonary module, the first task is to confirm the

model maintains the ability to simulate the physiologic responses described in previous

reports. The exercise response calculations utilized in the previous model are un-

changed in the current version; workload and muscle movement directly impact tidal

volume and frequency as described previously [20]. Consequently, the ventilatory

response to exercise agrees well with the literature data which the original exercise

model was based upon (Figures 3 and 4). The physiological response to exercise and

hypoxia also remains accurate (Figure 5). Thus, the introduction of the anatomic

pulmonary module does not alter the previously validated response; the same

amount of oxygen reaches the alveolar and capillaries in the same time-frame as the

data suggests.

While the model in this paper is the first model to couple heterogeneous geograph-

ical information (segments and lobes) with ventilation control models, previous groups

have developed independent lung models to examine the effects of airway heterogen-

eity. Tang et al. [3] utilized a 15-compartment model of the airways with symmetric

branching based on the Weibel data. This model is capable of simulating pulmonary

shunts, as well as ventilation/perfusion mismatches by modeling the alveolar region as

4 compartments with unique ventilation/perfusion ratios. While this model allows for

unsteady breath-to-breath simulations of gas exchange, as well as simulated dysfunction

via the shunt and V/Q distributions, there is no specific regional information included.

This could lead to difficulties in expanding the model to blunt trauma and blast damage,
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where the geographical location and relative magnitude of damage can be predicted

by finite element models. Additional models have been developed by Yem [1,2] and

Whiteley [4] with similar features and drawbacks. Gisolf [47] developed a model

which introduced some level of geographical information by assigning nine ventila-

tion/perfusion compartments as parallel vertical slices of the human lung. This model

structure allows for more relevant geographical studies in damage and gas exchange.

Regardless, no previous model couples the heterogeneous lung with an ability to pre-

dict physiologic response to regional damage, as well as ventilation control under ex-

ercise, toxic gas exposure and reduced oxygen supply. The integration of pulmonary

damage into the DPM allows for the ability to predict the effects of regional lung

damage on physical performance endpoints. Lung damage from blunt trauma, blast

or chemical injury is modeled as fluid infiltration of the airways; increased fluid levels

decreases the diffusing capacity for oxygen transport and can result in blood bypass-

ing the active site of oxygenation. The introduction of regional pulmonary damage

allows for the model to be used to simulate human performance in response to

stressors including exposure to low oxygen, toxic gas, exercise and heterogeneous

thoracic trauma.

Estimating the impact of fluid infiltration on shunt and diffusing capacity is accom-

plished by examining pulmonary function data from animals treated with oleic acid.

OA causes permeability edema and is assumed to act uniformly on the lungs. The

model was used to predict the response to damage in OA treated exercising goats.

Measurements were taken at baseline, following OA treatment and after 1 day of recov-

ery, giving 3 separate damage conditions. For each case, the model best-fit curve was

generated by treating shunt and diffusing capacity as variables. Assuming the lung

damage was uniform and steady-state at the time of measurement, a curve was estab-

lished relating DL and shunt changes to changes in damage level. With limited exercise

data for only 3 injury conditions, the estimated relationship between experimental

damage level and model damage parameters would benefit from additional data. The

linear trend linking shunt and DL should be further explored when more data becomes

available; further experiments are also required to understand how the relationship be-

haves at more extreme damage levels. For the current study, the developed relationship

between DL and shunt changes to damage level is assumed to be true in applying dam-

age to the whole lung, or to regional damage such as blast or blunt trauma.

Utilizing this relationship between experimental damage and model damage parame-

ters, shunt and DL changes were then linked with experimental lung weight increases

from fluid infiltration in sheep following either OA treatment or blast damage. This

link allows for quantitative prediction of the effects of regional damage if regional lung

weight change is known. The required model shunt was plotted against lung weight in-

crease (Figure 7) for three separate experiments. The combined model predictions for

each experiment yields a linear trend between lung weight increase and the required

damage values. This correlation is important, as it allows for linking physical perform-

ance in the DPM to blast and blunt trauma damage-prediction algorithms that output

lung weight increase estimates such as those developed by MacFadden et al. [48]. This

allows for simulation of performance decrement in the presence of complex blast pat-

terns or blunt trauma behind armor. The model has been utilized to predict perform-

ance decrement in sheep blasted with shock tubes (Figure 8). The experimental fatigue
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time aligns with the model predicted fatigue times for all damage levels, and produces

a line close to identity.

The model can be used to predict the impact of regional vs. uniform lung damage on

human exercise capabilities (Figure 9). Simulations were run to compare the difference

in oxygenation and time-to-fatigue following a step increase in workload (360 watts)

for the case of uniform lung damage, and an equivilant amount of regional lung dam-

age. Uniform damage was simulated as 20% lung weight gain across all segments. Re-

gional damage was simulated by lumping all of the damage from the uniform case into

the right lung only, which was calculated by scaling the total weight gain percent (20%)

by the fraction of right lung volume to total lung volume (0.52), resulting in a weight gain

of 38.1% in each of the right lung segments. Simulated power output (Figure 9a) demon-

strates that the damage leads to earlier fatigue than a healthy case (deviation from desired

workload of 360 Watts). Regional damage conditions fatigue slightly faster than uniform

damage due to the reduced oxygenation (Figure 9b). This reduced oxygenation in moderate

regional damage vs. mild uniform damage is likely due to the alveolar-capillary diffusion

limitations in exercise with high blood flow and increased O2 consumption.

There are limitations to the predictive power of the DPM in terms of response to ex-

treme conditions. The underlying models were derived and validated for several environ-

mental conditions and exercise levels. However, the human response at extremes (e.g.

maximum sprinting speed) can be highly variable between subjects. Additionally, the DPM

is designed to simulate the average human response under healthy conditions. This paper

introduced the ability to describe pulmonary damage, however the DPM still represents

the response of a healhy human (e.g. not accurate for disease states).

Conclusion
With the development of the DPM, we have built a unique tool which utilizes a hetero-

geneous pulmonary model and predicts physical performance decrement in response to
Figure 9 Predicted exercise response to lung damage patterns. Theoretical human response to
step-increase in workload (360 Watts at time = 0) with uniform or regional lung damage. Simulations
were run for 3 conditions: healthy, uniform damage, and regional damage. Uniform damage was simulated
as 20% lung weight gain across all segments. Regional damage represents the same total lung weight gain
as uniform damage, confined to the right lung segments only (38.1% weight gain in right lung, calculated
using volume fraction of right lung to total lung volume). (a) Workload output under each condition;
deviation from the desired workload (360 watts) represents fatigue time. (b) Arterial O2 saturation profile for
each condition.
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stimuli such as exercise, toxic gas exposure, hypoxia, blunt trauma, blast damage and

chemical lung injury. The DPM is validated against experimental data, predicting

physiologic response to exercise and hypoxia in humans. The damage parameters were

calibrated using available animal lung damage experiments; shunt and diffusing cap-

acity reduction caused by fluid infiltration is correlated to experimental lung weight

change. The resulting model is capable of predicting physical performance decrement

in response to a range of stressors.
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Parameters
β: Gas solubility; C: Gas concentration; D: Diffusion coefficient; DAW,j: Airway diffusing capacity; DL: Alveolar diffusing
capacity; f: Fraction of total alveolar volume; fQ: Perfusion fraction; Freq: Respiratory rate; h: Lung segment height;
l: Thickness of diffusion layer; _m : Mass uptake; n: Number of capillary divisions; p: Gas partial pressure; Q: Blood flow;
QTot: Total cardiac output; R: Gas-constant; T: Temperature; V: Volume; _V : Flow rate; Vcapillary: Total lung capillary volume;
VT: Tidal volume.
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Modifiers
Alv: Alveolar region; AW: Airway region; b: Blood; c: Capillary region; E: Exhalation; in: Inlet value; I: Inhalation;
i: Compartment i; j: Gas j; k: Segment k; m: Airway mucus layer; t: Airway tissue layer.
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